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Perforation Workshop with SchlumbergerPerforation Workshop with Schlumberger
  The perforation workshop with 
Schlumberger was held on May 11th 2018 at 
office Schlumberger Geophysic Nusantara 
KM.20, Balikpapan Selatan. Perforation 
workshop that has two activities in one event, 
namely guest lecture and company visit for 
guest lecture held on the morning precisely at 
1010 AM with 30 participants. As for company visit 
held at 2 PM with 20 participants. It is certain 
that the participants of guest lecture and 
company visit is not the same and the event is 
guided Mas Muhammad Araya as representative 
of Schlumberger. Participants of this workshop 
came from bachelor degree from 2014-2017 
with diwith different majors.
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  Perforation workshop is a meeting which 
engaged to discuss about theories and 
procedures of perforation. As we already know, 
that perforation is a hole-making activity when 
an oil or gas well is ready for production.

    Major subject at perforation activity indeed 
is the explosive or perforator, so that the hole 
created by the shot can be in accordance with 
the wishes required. Therefore, it is very 
important to know about perforation and how 
the method should be. So from the results of 
these perforations can produce optimum 
results.results.
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  The atmosphere of joy and happiness can 
be reflected from the faces of those who are 
participants who follow step by step every 
activity prepared by the Schlumberger. 
Activities that certainly can increase 
knowledge and insight as a student which 
indeed can't be obtained from college only.

    Moreover, the Schlumberger also give some 
small gis as a souvenir for guest lecture 
participants and prepare a tour to see some of 
the equipment owned by Schlumberger for 
company visit and as the closing of the 
workshop, we would like to express our 
gratitude to Schlumberger who has given us a 
chanchance, so that we can visit there and also 
thank you to Mas Boyke for as representative 
campus STT MIGAS Balikpapan, for our friends 
and friends SPE STT MIGAS Balikpapan SC and 
the SPE STT MIGAS Balikpapan SC members 
who are always devoted to join all of our 
events. And the last we would like to thank our 
ccampus STT MIGAS Balikpapan who always 
support our event. 

Overall the event went well. And we believe the 
event couldn't get any better without the 
participation from all of you guys.

    The perforation workshop is the first step to 
confidently lead us for another workshop next 
time, and we hope the knowledge from this 
event can be beneficial for all of the 
participants.
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What’s The Difference Between Gas Lift 
and gas injection?

  In this latest knowledge base article, we 
explore the definition and processes 
categorized by the terms ‘gas li’ and ‘gas 
injection’. For a student or industry observer, 
the terms will seem similar, or even 
interchangeable. This might be because both 
terms include the word ‘gas’, and from a basic 
ststandpoint, all wells involve the physical 
process of injection, and the li of 
hydrocarbons.
  to be clear, gas li and gas injection are  
dissimilar things. And in a drilling, completions, 
intervention or workover plan, the terms will 
definitely mean different things. (Sorry that 
there was no spoiler alert, but mentioning the 
fact a few times in the article will help those 
learning the field to remember).

What is Gas Li?

  Gas Li is a form of artificial li, probably 
the cheapest, easiest and most common 
method. It’s used in most production wells, the 
process involves injecting compressed gas 
down through the well casing.
    Multiple gas li valves at different depths 
infuse the gas into the flow of oil. The gas forms 
bubbles inside the oil, which reduces the 
hydrostatic pressure of the fluid column. This 
means that the reservoir liquids can flow to the 
surface at a faster rate.
    The most effective depths for the li valves 
will be the deepest ones. This is because the 
gas rises with the flow and more benefit will be 
gained by enhancing more of the well bore.
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What’s The Difference Between Gas Lift 
and gas injection?
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  The operating pressures, valve positions, 
and gas injection rates are all monitored and 
controlled at the surface to allow for optimal 
production. These settings and adjustments 
will be individual to each particular well. They 
will be estimated in planning, then adjusted in 
real time during production.

What is Gas InjectioWhat is Gas Injection?

    Gas Injection is an enhanced oil recovery 
method. Inert gases, typically nitrogen or 
carbon dioxide get pumped into an injection 
well. This creates higher pressure that filters 
through the reservoir formation and pushes 
hydrocarbons out from low pressure, or 
isolated areas.
    Sometimes, depending on the hydrocarbon 
mix, gas that has been pumped from the well 
gets pumped back down into it. This happens 
when the LPG, methane and so on won’t be 
commercialized. Injecting it back, reduces or 
eliminates the need for flaring and is a more 
environmentally conscious action.
    In other instances, the gas will be injected 
into the gas cap of the primary well head. The 
choice of using a separate injection well, or the 
main well, will be a case by case basis. We could 
see either or both decisions being used, due to 
knowledge of the reservoir formation, and 
feedback from monitoring sensors and 
instruments.instruments.
  Even when all of the hydrocarbons are 
roughly in once place, an injection of gas into 
the reservoir helps to maintain pressure that 
depletes as the levels do.
  

  Sometimes gas injection will be used to 
help a new well ramp up aer completion, 
other times it might be used towards the end of 
the life of the well.

The main difference between 
the two:

    Gas Li and gas injection are both used to 
increase flow and production from a reservoir. 
A gas li is an artificial li that is a secondary 
method, used commonly, at all stages of the 
well cycle.
    Gas injections are oen referred to as a 
tertiary enhanced recovery method. The 
technique is more likely to be used in older 
wells, or tight wells where some extra help is 
needed.
    One main difference between the two is that 
the gas injection goes into the reservoir, and 
the gas li goes into the well bore and to the 
surface.
    Another difference is that an injection oen 
requires a stronger compressor or pump, but 
not always. The reason is that with an injection, 
its competing with the existing reservoir 
pressure to get into the formation. Gas li 
pressures depend more on the depth of the 
well, but will be less at the same depths.

SouSource: : https://drillers.com
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